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EDITORIALS
HE news that we are to have a joint concert with Wesleyan comes to us as a pleasant surprise. It shows that
the rupture between the two colleges is neither complete nor lasting. We hope that the athletic tangle may be
straightened out in a short time, and that complete and
cordial relations may be re-established between the two
institutions. Wesleyan is our natural rival by situation as
well as by tradition. No game excites such keen rivalry or
attracts such large crowds as a Wesleyan game. No victory is more greatly rejoiced at, or defeat so deeply felt.
That the concert will be a success we have no doubt. The
former athletic rivalry, deprived of its natural outlet, will

T
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put f~rth its utmost endeavor in this field, and a rare musical treat is assured. Both clubs have the same "coach"
and are training faithfully. The Wesleyan clubs have
more experience but the sons of old Trinity learn quickly.
The support of the whole college hotly is asked for and will
doubtless be given. The object is worthy and will reflect
in more than one sense, great credit upon both institutions.

UST why the patron saint of Ireland should preside over
underclass fights we do not know. Certain it is that St.
Patrick's day is becoming a well established event in
the Trinity Calendar. It is also according to custom that
the Freshmen should win, which they did, and handsomely.
The fight, however, was distinguished from its predecessors
by one thing-'t hat was the remarkably good feeling shown
between the two classes. St. Patrick's has been a day of
revenge; this year it was a day of festivities. To the Freshmen, credit is due for a good fight well planned and executed; to the Sophomores, for doing their best in an uphill
cause. On the whole, we were more pleased to see the
excellent spirit and evident enthusiasm of the underclassmen, than to note that sundry flags and banners were
raised and lowere·d.
Though we cannot but admire the daring ingenuity of
the Freshmen in raising their banner over the Memorial
Arch, we regret that their originality did not find its expression in some more tactful way. It is very possible that
this arch has no significance to men whose interest is naturally centered about the College, but it has a deep significance to many citizens of Hartford, to whom this celebratio·n of St. Patrick's day.. wa~ s9mething. .. of a profanati9n
,
,

J
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ATURALLY at this season of the year cla!;S interests
are more or less prominent. Perhaps it is less true
this year than it has been in the past. Whatever class
rivalries existed were completely dissipated by the Sophomore smoker. This event was one that has been discussed •
and procrastinated for some time and the fact that it has
become a reality is a source of sincere congratulation on
the part of all Trinity supporters. The affair was held
solely for one purpose and that was for arousing spirit and
enthusiasm for the spring's activities. Everyone sat indis. criminately in Alumni Hall, regardless of any class distinction and this fact alone was greatly influential in making
the smoker eventually a college function Thanks are due
to the ever loyal alumni and the members of the faculty
who helped to bring success to the first venture. We
think the whole college owes a debt of gratitude to th e
class of 1908, more especially their committee, for the excellent way in which they planned and executed an event
that should do much to stir up support for Trinity on the
track and diamond this spring. In conclusion we might
say that it is a most excellent example for the class of 1909
to follow so that in time the Sophomore Smoker may become a welcome addition to our established custom.

I
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TO THE BISHOP'S STATUE
sit and look across the green
To where your figure stands,
And for myself I dare ascribe
A blessing from your hand.
'Tis tr ue you cannot know of me
Yet I, like you, love Trinity.
Before your never-closing eyes
Has passed the change of years.
There are no furrows on your brow
Your cheeks are dry of tears;
Is it because you know with me
Age but improves our Trinity?
Oh! that your lips would break their hush,
And speak the future days
Would prophecy with certain tongue
What honors Time delays
Perhaps you hold it truth with me
There are no bounds for Trinity.
- Ralph R . Wolfe.

I
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THE VERSE ON THE WINDOW PANE
"Life's like an inn, where travellers stay;
Some only breakfast and away;
Others to dinner stay, and are full fed; ·
The oldest only sups and goes to bed;
Long is the bill who lingers out the day,
Who goes the soonest has the least to pay.''
It were a queer chance that from Hull in England to
South Byfield comes this picturesque bit of sentiment.
The great grandfathers of John Ambrose had sailed from
this port, thence to Newburyport and had bought farms in
South Byfield beside the salt meadows. Valuable pasturages were these great marshes . in pioneer days! Even before these early New Englanders the Indians had tramped
far for such fodder as the Newbury marshes give.
Walking out along the old turnpike-mayhaps in the last
half of a fall afternoon-out from the ''Port,'' past the inn
at the park, between the scraggly juniper fields, past inky
pools shaded by immense willows and a sparse bit of chestnut woods, and getting down on to the marshes, you cross
the bridge of the "tide-backed" river and a little farther on
you come to one of these farms.
Except to John Ambrose and to his father and mother
and a young man wh-6 walked on this road, this six gabled
prosperous looking little farmhouse only finishes one of the
many landscapes the artist sees in and about old Newbury.
Once an "artist chap," driving past, had seen this farmhouse and had offered a worthy price for the house. He
'

I

.
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had wanted the little window pane with the queer old verse
that grandfather nad cut on it. Six months before John
was born this was, and they kindly told the stranger "No."
And the young wife looked at the young husband with a
wondering smile-while the stranger drove on.
The boy was born; after his father, his mother called
him John. To John Ambrose, with his parents, this farmhouse became the center of all the life, the poetry of the
marshlands. His earliest memory was that of toddling
down the road to meet his father; waiting on his shoulders
while the cows crowded through the bars and over the
bridge. A few minutes the father would stand there, and
the small boy on his shoulder would throw sticks over the
bridge, laughing as he saw them twirl round and about in
the black eddies below.
Three years went by. Occasionally the little fellow
helped his father drive in the cows. As often did they
stand on the bridge ·when the youngster would toss· a stick
into the Parker river, raising on tiptoes, eager to get a
last glimpse as the .stick sailed around a bend-he wondering where it hastened. Back they would trudge together,
the youngest breaking into a run would dare his father to
catch him. · The father laboring on after him with great
puffing, would reach the door two steps behind, catch th_e
little fell9w with a whoop and run into the kitchen, letting
him jump down and rush into his mother's open arms
where he would turn about w.ith a gleeful little chuckle.
After supper when she had tucked him in bed and lis -~
tened to his prayer, softly, so softly she would come down
the back stairs into the kitchen. Until bedtime father and
mother talked over the farm, about this and that, and always of the youngster ~mq hi~ doings about the farmyard.
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They vied with each other to see who had observed the
latest escapade, while he was upstairs asleep. One day the
young farmyard brave had been awfully scared by a great
bumblebee. That night when he knelt to pray, he came
to the line,
'' And make me all I ought to be,''
"No, I won't be a bee!" he cried in startled voice.
Years afterward when his mother told him this story, he
laughed, and wished very much that he might be such a
daring, burly rover.
So the youth grew up and learnt the poetry of the
marshes. Long afternoons he wandered over their living
piece of land in the middle of the salt meadows; he learned
about the marsh-hens, the yellow-legs, and the crows,
which sometimes flew there to feed in a body, and flew
away in a body, usually just before sunset. On the higher
land there was one bit of outcropping trap where he could
see out beyond the marshes, across the railroad bank and
even beyond Plum Island to the Atlantic. For hours he
would watch the "smacks" tacking out for the Banks.
Then at night as he lay awake in his low dormer room, t-he
note of the sea coming to him across the still marshes, he
dreamily would fall off to sleep, while all the marsh will o'
the wisps would send up a thousand tiny prayers for their
elf kin.
A summer came when he had a boat on the river. Saturday mornings he would drift along down with the tide,
past deep little creeks, through which the water hastened
to catch up with the river tide, going past the railroad
bridge and away to the mouth. He learned to know the
river fishermen. He stopped to eat a lunch with th·e haymakers, and fastened on the mud-shoes for the horses' ~f-
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ternoon work. Again rowing with the tide, the marshes
glorious with the evening sunset-always twinkling on the
water in front of his boat, he would row back through the
creeks to the bridge. Fastening his boat, he would cross
to the field, let down the bars and stand leaning against the
bridge while the cows crowded past. Very often his father
came down to help him. Together, father and son, each
with his arm across the other's shoulder, looked over their
golden salt meadows. Ere now the youth had ceased to
wonder where the river rushed-and why it came and went
agam.
Walking up the road, father and son would decide about
this matter and that, slowly coming to the door together.
Mother standing in the open door with a cheery smile,
would hand them the bright pails- " Please hurry for supper.,, The milking done, the three would sit down together and eat supper.
John still went up to his little room first, and one night
father and mother thought it best that he must be going to
the Academy. She missed him so much the first mornings
oh, wasn't she glad to see her boy hurrying home at noon.
One hour all together, away again for three, back again at
four. Yet the good news they heard about him made up
for the hours he was gone. His teachers and the other
boys, soon, like the river-fishermen and the haymakers,
loved the youngster for his quiet, cheerful nature. Then
he was bright. The first year he won a priz~, and his
father and mother were so happy.
The father believed in play. Till half-past five the boy
was his own master; at the hour and a half's end he was
eager to begin his chores. Two more years went past.
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Sometimes he would hitch up the farm horse and drive his
mother over to the ''Port.'' While she did errands he
would play with some of his schoolmates. They lived in
old houses too, as old as the Ambrose farm, but some of
them were so beautiful inside. On the way home he would
tell his mother all about them; he always wondered why the
people were so kind to him. Seeing that she smiled such
a sad, sad smile and turned away, toward the marshes, he
spoke of this no more.
Then came one summer-what the farmers call a "helter-skelter'' summer, when it was ·either sultry or wet.
June, then July, went by. August began. ~/hat times he
had on the river! His father went with him once. What
a jolly time they had fishing below the railroad for smelt!
Together they rowed back with the evening tide. It was
damp and sultry but they didn't mind it. A short while
they stood above the Parker river. The boy thought it
seemed a bit wilder tonight as the tide rushed in past the
posts. Again father and son walked up the road. Together they entered the low side door into the kitchen.
This night the father did the chores alone. The mother
fondly went up and put her baby boy to bed once moreit was nothing but a chill he asmred her. And she went
down to get supper ready.
That night the wind sang strange music to the sedgegrasses- and as the young man slowly, dreamily listened to
the note of the sea, his soul floating on past the marshes,
beyond the railroad, the island, yea to Indian Isles, where
the full-rigged ship has never been, the father could scarsely read the second line of the poem cut on the small dormer pane:
"Some only brea~fa~t and away,"
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Two weeks later the artist chap saw a short notice in a
paper-he had always remembered that little Ambrose
farm with the picturesque sentiment cut on a dormer
window pane.
Again it ·s late in the afternoon. The father and mother
sit together in the kitchen. A knock comes at the little
side door. "Some neighbor to say a kind word" he says.
She follows him to the door, a step behind. It is dark in
the kitchen, and as the father opens the door she leans forward. The mother draws l;>ack into the gloom even as the
father turns and takes her hand in his own.
"Yes," they simply said. The artist chap drove swiftly
back along the turnpike, over the bridge, up past the wood
lands and the Inn .
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THE RECLAMATION OF HADLEY
- · "O bury me not on the lone prairiee"
A cowboy cried most mornfullee,
"Where the jackrabbits jump from tree to tree;
0 bury me not on the lone prairiee.''
They buried him there on the lone prairiee
In a narrow grave just six by three,
Where the coyotes howl most mournfullee ,
They laid him down on the lone prairiee.
And now a voice comes o ' er the lea,
In accents wild and mournfullee ,
Where the jackrabbits jump from tree to tree,
"They've buried me here on the lone prairiee."
The maudlin song of a drunken cowboy echoed from
the door of a saloon in the little prairie town of Calaveras.
It was late afternoon in May and Calaveras was in gala
dress. Banners fluttered from the more pretentious bui1 dings, while the mushroom structures of earlier date displayed brilliant posters heralding the approach of the vast
tournament of the cow country, in which the great ranches
vied with one another in all the contests dear to the heart
of a cowboy.
There were to be a genuine buffah hunt by a band of
Indians, trials of marksmanship, and two events of -great
moment to the cattlemen, tbe contests in roping steers and
in bronco-riding. There were two contestants for the lat-
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ter events. The Horseshoe and the Triple X ranches had
divided honors about equally for the past 'two years, but
this year a young Mexican from Arizona, with a widespread reputation for skilful riding, had entered the employ of the Horseshoe outfit and wa£ to ride in the contest
with "Red" Allen of the Triple X, the winner of the event
on the two previous years. Hence among the knights of
the saddle and lariat excitement ran high. The circuit
was regarded as doubly important on this particular year as
if was given in honor of the Editorial Convention, which
had come from New Orleans, where it was in session, by
the invitation of the cattlemen and ranchmen in charge of
the affair. Platforms and bandstands had been erected in
the public square and there were to be speeches on the
evening preceding the tournament, by several prominent
newspaper men and by Colonel Miller, owner of the Triple
X Ranch.
Young Hadley, foreman of the Triple X outfit, leaned
against the wall of Macy's Merchandise store and reviewed
the activities with interest. The little town presented an
appearance that was picturesque in the extreme, almost
_a bsurdly so.
Dignified Indians sauntered by, some in
va-ri colored blankets, some in white man's garb topped
with a huge black sombrero, and others in a fantasticalcombination of the two, while now and then a swirling cloud of
dust would arise as a group of travel-stained cowboys loped
into town upon wiry ponies reeking with sweat. Equipages of every description lined the broad main street, and
sharply contrasted to them an automobile belonging to
Colonel Miller and several handsome carriages containing
the cattlemen with their eastern guests, passed leisurely
about. Every type of man was present, from the rugged
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pioneer to the · dapper city-bred easterner. The whole
gamut of American civilization was presented in panorama.
Young Hadley was good to look upon. He had a little
muscular figure and was clad in blue flannel shirt and chaps.
He wore gauntlet gloves and a red kerchief to protect his
neck from the burning southern sun. A sombrero was set
jauntily upon a well poised head covered by a thick growth
of light brown hair with a strong tendency to curl, and
the face although brown~d with exposure was clearcut
and handsome.
It was easy to see that his present surroundings had n·ot
always claimed him for their own. Three years before
young Hadley had been a student at an eastern upiversity
and his future had seemed bright, very bright. But as the
result of an escapade induced possibly by a too Bacchanalian
celebration of commencement week, he had the ill fortune,
with two of his classmates, to 'have his college course cut
short at the end of his Junior year by a vote of the faculty.
This mishap had taken on mammoth proportions in the
eyes of his parents and immediate relatives who unf~:>rtunately were people of views decidedly Puritanic.
But that which had troubled him most since that disastrous epoch in his life had been a memory which he had carried with him through all the hardships and vicissitudes
of a cowboy's life, a memory of a golden-haired blue-eyed
girl with features that could grow playful or sad in a moment's space.Young Hadley liked to flatter himself that he had
forgotten that face, but in the long lonely nights when he
Wq.S on watch on the range it would come before him with
all the vividness of former years. He had entered into his
work with all the energy he ·possessed in an attempt to forget but with only partial sµcc;_:ess, although his application

.r
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to duties had brought him its own reward and made him
one of the most skilful cowboys of the district. After his
departure for the west, as no messages passed between the
two young people this little affair of the heart was practically at. an end, at least so Alice Lancaster and young Hadley both considered it.
Hadley left his position at Macy's and wandered in a
leisurely manner about the town, stop,ping here and there
to exchange a pleasantry with some of his many friends. It
was growing dusk and the feeble lights qf the little town began to twinkle one by one, and in the square, bonfires
and torches were beginning to blaze in preparation for the
festivities of the evening. Had ey felt strangely out of place.
For some unknown reason the crudity of his surroundings
oppressed him and it was with a feeling of relief that he
reached the hotel where he and his men were stopping, and
busied himself looking over the horses and giving orders
before going to his supper.
When he arrived at the public square later in the evening
a large audience had already assembled and a portly gentleman was addressing the gathering. Hadley took up his
position near one of the temporary grandstands erected for
the occasion.
He listened at first indifferently. Then
something in the voice of the speaker caused him to regard
the man more closely. He started involuntarily and gripped "Red" Allen's shoulder so tightly that that person
looked at hi_m in ~urprise. Then he became suddenly pale
and the voice of the speaker seemed to come from far away
a·n d the audience of restless people was a blur. He had
recognized the speaker as Norman Lancaster, editor of one
of the leading dailies in his native town, and beyond him,
~eated with qther guests, Alice Lancaster herself, clad in.
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blue, as she had appeared when he last saw her, three
years before. To young Hadley, what transpired afterward was indistinct. When, at the close of the speechmaking the bands burst out with a wild blare of music, he
turned mechanically and passed down the str~et with the
crowd.
A flood of memories was rushing through his mincl and
he wanted to forget everything. A strain of music floating
out from an open doorway drew his attention and with no
other reason except\ that he welcomed anything to prevent
him from 'thinking, he passed in at the door and found
himself in a dance hall of the kind so common in the border towns. Hat in hand, he leaned against the wall near
the door and glanced over the hall. People were coming
in and the floor was filling fast, but he took little note of
what was passing. He was still thinking, thinking; if he
only would not think! He became vaguely conscious that
some one was addressing him and turned. "Buenas noches, Senor. The senor seems troubled. Wouldn't the
gentleman care to dance?" A little Mexican girl, graceful
and vivacious, stood beside him and she put this question
demurely, but with no embarrassment. Reared in the border life, she saw no impropriety in her action. Young
Hadley glanced down at her. "Why not?" he asked himself .
It would help him to forget.
l(With pleasure, Senorita," he, said in Spanish with a smile, and in another
moment the two were gliding over the floor together.
Hadley entered into the gayety with all his soul. He c~acked jokes, laughed at the witty remarks of the Senorita and
danced madly.
Between the dances drinks were served and he ·drank
with a feverish eagerness born of a desire to forget.
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As he recalled it afterward the rest of the evening was a
confused jumble in his mind. The liquor passed to his
head and he only dimly remembered returning to his hotel
in company with one of his men. The next morning he
was awakened by some one pounding vigorously upon his
door. He opened it and his under foreman, "Slim" Avery, entered with disturbed countenance. He came to relate that "Red" Allen, upon whom victory for the Triple
X depeoded, was beyond awakening, as the result of having imbibed too freely on the night before.
Young Hadley sat up straight and passed his hand over
his burning eyes. His head was throbbing and his nerves
were shattered by his debauch of the previous evening.
Then the enormity of his offense suddenly dawned upon
him. He was disgraced. He knew the confidence his employers had in him and remembered his injunctions of the
day before, to keep all the men away from whiskey until
after the contest. And instead, he had himself dissipated
and allowed the only man who could bring triumph for the
Triple X to drink to excess.
But Hadley gave no sign to Avery of what was passing
through his mind. He mentioned Jack Durfree as a substi•
tu,te for Allen and gave orders to get the men and horses
together for the tournament. Avery retired with som e
remarks to the effect that Jack Durfree would not last ten
seconds in an attempt to ride Wildfire, the horse chosen for
the Triple X by the judges of the contest. Hadley knew
this was true but he was in no mood to discuss the affair
with his foreman. He dressed hastily and went down to
breakfast. At ten o'clock he swung into the saddle at the
head of his men and :;tarted for the field. The outlook
was gloomy enough as defeat for the Triple X wa~ almost
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certain. But there was nothing to be done except to go
through the contest in the hope that the Triple X would
make a creditable showing in the minor events. In a moment's time the field was reached and as young Hadley
rode into the large arena, he saw a vast sea of faces scrutinizing him and his outfit. Riding along close to one side
of the grandstand, involuntarily he raised his eyes and found
a pair of blue ones regarding him intensely. He thought
he detected a slight smile of recognition and raised his hat
as he passed.
The great tournament opened with a selection from the
band. One event after another passed off and as the show
continued, enthusiasm reached a high pitch. Thus far the
Triple X had won the greater number of events, and, contrary to expectation, Slim Avery, for the Triple X carried
off the trophy in the roping contest. The final award of
the victory depended upon the winning of the last event
and young Hadley reproached himself bitterly as he reflected that here defeat awaited his outfit. There were only
two alternatives: to forfeit the event or let Jack Ourfree ride
with no possibility of winning.
Young Hadley looked
across the field to where a vision in blue greeted his eyes
and all the fighting spirit that he had known in the old
days when he was end on his college team arose within him
as he thought that she was there to witness his defeat.
Then a sudden resolve came to him and digging the spurs
into his horse, he dashed up to where Durfree and a group
of Triple X men were with , difficulty' placing saddle and
bridle on Wildfire, preparatory to the start. A short distance away there was a similar struggle where the men of
the Horseshoe Ranch were preparing their horse for the
battle of man against beast.
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Hadley leaped from the saddle and approached the
group. "Boys,'' he said, "I will ride Wildfire myself."
Jack Durfree gave a low whistle of surprise and Slim Avery
exclaimed under his breath that the "boss" was losing his
~enses, but Hadley's decision was final.
A moment later the megaphone at the judges' stand announced. the change in riders and the two contestants went
forward to take their places at the starting point. Both
horses, blindfolded, were led, or rather coaxed, into position. Wildfire was a clean limbed black while the other
was a large roan. Both had been selected by the judges as
being equally unmanageable and no rider had ever been
able to remain upon either of them for any considerable
length of 6.me. Across the far end of the arena a wire was
stretched and the object of the contest was for each man to
urge his horse under the wire.
The contestants took their positions beside their horses.
At the sou~d of the whistle both men sprang into the saddle as one, the blindfolds were removed, and the b~ttle was
on. It was a terrific ~truggle, a pitting of human skill and
endurance against brute force. The horses plunged madly, struck ~ith their forefeet and bit at their riders who adjusted themselves with the rapidity of thought to _e very
movement of their mounts. It was a close contest. Th.e
Mexican had acquired his skill by constant training from
childhood, but his opponent was fighting with · all the energy that necessity lends to a man in a crisis. Back and
forth across the field the two horses edged, sidled - and
· plunged, while their riders slowly, very slowly forced them
nearer and nearer to the wire. Up to this time neither competitor had any marked advantage. Suddenly, young Hadley straightened in h _is saddle, gripped the sweating body of
his horse with his knees and plied quirt ahd spurs savagely.
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The bronco leaped high in the air and came down with
stiffened legs, then, crazed with pain, dashed forward and
under the wire.
The audience went wild with applause. Drums boomed ,
hats flew in air and pandemonium reigned. But young
Hadley only dimly realized what was taking place. Aft~r
he had dismounted, he looked through the dust and sunlight to where a tiny handkerchief was fluttering frantically
on the far side of the arena. Then he took off his sombrero
and smiled. He did not notice a stir among the gr~up of
cowboys near him where Wildfire, becoming unmanageable,
broke loose from the men who were holding her and struck
at her tormentors with her forefeet. Hadley stood directly
in the course of her wild rush. Some one shouted a warn- ·
ing, but 1t was too late . . The enraged animal struck him as
vicious blow in the head and all became dark before his
eyes.
When he awoke he was ·in one of the spacious rooms of
Colonel Miller's town house. He was conscious that someone was near him and turned to find Alice Lancaster at his
bedside. She nodded a greeting and raised her hand in
warning. "Not a word," she said, "until you have fully
recovered."
He answered her with a smile, looking
straight into the eyes he loved so well. What he saw there
must have satisfied him fully for he soon passed into an unbroken sleep.
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One afternoon a week later, a snorting . smoking engine
drawing a long line of Pullman cars steamed out of. Calaveras. On the platform of the last car stood Norman Lancaster, his daughter Alice and young Hadley. The latter
po longer wore the garb of tlie plainsman for he was leav-
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ing behind him all the associations of the past three years.
The great world of struggling men had again claimed him
for its own.
At the station the greater part of the population of Calaveras had gathered to witness Hadley's departure. Colonel Miller was there with all the cowboys of the Trjple X
to give him a parting cheer and the cheering and waving
continued until the long line of coaches resolved itself into
a dim speck on the horizon.
Mr. Lancaster withdrew but the two young people remained outside until the little town had faded into the dusk
of approaching nightfall. It was not without regret that
young Hadley watched the group of tiny buildings recede
from view, for many cherished memories clustered about
the life and people he had known in this great prairie
country, but he turned to look into the face of the girl who
stood beside . him and there he found contentment, for
glancing out into the mist that was creeping over the plains
he saw no shadow of another parting from her.
LeRoy A. Ladd.
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.

P

HILLIP EVERETT CURTI , '06, and Henri :QeWolf De Mauriac, '07, won
first and second prizes respectively in the annual Whitlock prize competition held in Alumni Hall, Friday night, March 9. Mr. Curtiss has the distinction of being the only man who has ever taken the first prize in this contest
twice . The speakers and their subjects were as follows:
Phillip Everett Curtiss, "The Poetry of Wordsworth;" Henri De Wolf De
Mauriac, "John Hay as Diplomatist;" Donald Ely Lauderburn, ''Is Russia in a
Cl'itical Position?" Frederick Cleveland Hedrick, "John Hay as DiplomatiF-t."
The Rev. . Harrington Littell, '95, visited college aturday and Sunday,
March 3 and 4. Mr. Littell has been for some years a missionary in China and
his addres at the chapel service unday morninp- dealt with the subject of
mis ions.
The . D. C. held its third .banquet at the Hotel Hartford, Frii'.ay evening
[arch 9. Mr. C. L. Trumbull acted as toastmaster.
The Ola Day elections held recently re ulted a follow :
President, Owen
Morgan; Treasurer, Harry Huet; Pre enter, P. E. Curtiss; Lemon Squeezer Presenter. D. W. Gateson; Prophet, A . D. Haight; tatistician , V. E. Rehr; Poet,
B. C. Maercklein; Historian, F. C. Hinkel.
\
President Morgan ha appointed the following committee for Class Day:
[usic,- Behr, chairman ; Brainard, Naylor, the president, the treasurer.
Invitation,- Hinkel, chairman; Fiske, Lauderhurn, the president, the treasurer.
Clas Day,- the pre ident, chairman, the trea urer, Bowne, Haight, Pierce.
Prom,- Marlor, chairman; Burgwin, ateson, the pre ident, the treasurer.
Dramatics,- urtiss hairman; Barbour, Cameron, the pre ident, the treasurer.
Professor Perkins has entirely re-arranged the apparatus in the Physics
Laboratory. Many new in trum nts for delicate work have been added.includin!r a Michel on's Interferometer.
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NEW CONSTITUTION OF GERMAN CLUB

Article I. The name of this organization • ball be the "Trinity Co11ege German Club."
Article II. The purpose of this organization ball be to v-ive germans and
to further the best social interests of the college.
Article III. (a) Members • ball be drawn from the student body. (b) The
membership shall be limited to twenty-five. If pos ible six shall be added each
y ear.
Officers.
Article IV. (a) The president shall preside at meetinglil of the club and
shall appoint meetings and committees. (b) The secretary-treasurer shall not be
a member of the senior cla1s. He shalJ keep the minutes of meetings, manage
the finances of the club and make a repori at the close of his term of office.
E lections.
Article V. (a) Election of officers shall be held at the la t meeting before
the la t german of the year. (b) Election of member shall be by baJlot, threefourths of the votes cast being ufficient for election. (c) Members may ue
elected at any meeting of the club provided a notice of uch action be posted on
the bulletin board at least one week before th e meeting. (d) Candidate for the
club must band their names to th e ecretary-t reasurer, who shall report them to
the standing committee. (e) No member sbaJl be permitted to vote by proxy in
transacting any of the busine s of t hi s club. (f) Two-thirds of t'1e members of
the club shall constitute a quorum.
Article VI. (a) .Amendments to this con tit u tion shall be by four-fifths
vote, notice of the amendment having been given at a meeting at least one week
Lefore the time of action.
(b) Two copies of it at lea t shall be extant, held
by the two officers of the club. (c) The president shall read the Constitution and
By-law aloud at the beginning of each college term.

THE BY-LAWS
German .
Article I.
ix irermans sh all be given each year.
older members of the club.

They sha ll be led by the

Committees.
Article II. (a) The standing committee shall be elected by the club at the
beginnin!! of each college year. The president shall be it chairman, and the
committee hall consi t of three other members, including the secreta1·y-treasurer
of the club. (b) This committee shall make a report on the name of each candi-
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date for the club. (c) The committee shall choose the leaders for the v-errnans,
and shall assign the date for each german, subject to change by a majority of
the club.
Article III. (a) At the last meeting of each college year a committee of
four alumni shall be chosen by the club. (b) This committee shall meet with
the underpTaduate members of the club at a meeting previous to the first german
of each year to discuss the policy for the ensuing season.

DUES
Article IV. The dues of the club shall consist of: (a) Five dollars each
college term, payable to the secretary-trea • urer before the first german of each
term. (b) One round of favors each term, payable to the leader of some German, at a time to be assigned by the standing committee. (c) An initiation fee
payable at a time to be fixed by the committee. (d) Ne1?lect to pay any moneys
when due shall cause the forfeiture of the membership, and the name of the delinquent shall be stricken from the role of the club. Furthermore, three-fomths
vote shall be necessary for rninstatement.
Article V. Fees from e:raduate ~embers: (a) One dollar for each germ an attended with a partner. (b) 'l'hree dol1ars for each german attended without a partner. (c) All fees shall be payable to the secretary-treasurer.
Non-Members.
Article VI. (a) Non-members of the club may be invited to attend a german, preferably the .Junior or the Senior week g·erman, by the 1tandini committee at the request of a member of the club. But no non-member shall be invited to attend more than two gennans during one college year. (b) Fees from
such non-members shall be two dollars for each german attended with a partner;
and three do11ars for each verman attended without a partner. (d Such fees
shall be payable to the secretary-treasurer at least two days before the date of
the german.
Article VII. Amendments to these by-laws shall be by four-fifths vote,
notice of the amendment having been p-iven at a meeting at least one week before
the time of action.
The Commencement Appointment111 are as fo1lows: Frederick Augustus
Grant Cowper of Woodsville, . H., Valedictorian.
Henry Gray Barbour of
Hartford, Salutatorian. Frederick Charles Hinkel of New York City, Honor
Oration.
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THE STROLLER

The Stroller was seated at his desk wondering how to make his thoughts
l!ltroll instead of. ramble. He sought the answer to this psycboloo-ical problem
by readinll in the "Tablet" archives . It wai. found that at tbi season of the
year generations of strollin v- ancestors had begun with ''Spring- bas came" or
"Hurrah for St. Patrick." The first he instantly rejected as the temperature was
below 25 degrees, which is the minimum at which the " prinv- has came" effusion can flourish. He was about to grind out the econd when it occurred to him
that something rea11y new had happened. At least he could stroll in ".Fresh
fields and pastures new."
unday afternoon chapel was a thing that bad been
the l!lource of bulletin-board wit; it had been periodically exploited in the colleue
publications, but be had never per1.onally known a man who had been there.
Once, in his Freshman year, be hAd been beguiled into going and pa1tly on
account of his excessive zeal bad formed one-third of the con1Z"regation. In fact
he was half the amateurs present, a feat which be regarded a almost a record.
Imavine the urprise of the amiable gentleman, on makino· his second annual
visit, to find the old conservative congregation supplanted by an eager mob.
The Stroller could not but rejoi ce to 11ee many of bis old time Prom. friends
l!lcattered in the vast audience. He was impressed b y it all-be squealed with
ecstacy when a quartet, with blithe unconsciousness, sang-each man loyally and
simultaneously singing his favorite air. A vocal contortionist then declared in
t~enty-seven variations, "It is enoue-b." It is but justice to the nimble-witted
Stroller to say that be came to .this conclusion after the sixteenth round. Despite the fact that he was a veteran , having been present the year before, he almost lost his !!ravity at the match-making efforts of the organist . That e-entleman , after glancing- about the chapel , decided that he could help many a bashful
youth to happiness. Knowing this to be a business of great t act and subtlety
be contented himself by playing that dimly suge-estive th inp- from Lohengrin.
The Stroller noted that this playful ~ally wa1 instantly productive of sundry wise
looks and smiles '!hich, being uninitiated , he could not interpret. Certain
ribalr, routq.s in th~ rear were seen to cast amorous g-lances on beloved corn-
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cobs or clays. The plucky org-anist, not discouraged by the fact that no adventurous youth led a blushing maid down the aisle, threw his whole soul into it
and played the thing again. This being unsuccessful , he became disheartened
and called on the choir for a farewell chorus. That body, beinp- highly musical ,
artfully disguised in the words of their selection, but, owinir to the courtesy of
an obliging friend, the Stroller is able to print them.
"

ow your chance is over,
Why did not you ti·y ?
Shadow, of a chap'rone
Steal across the sky."
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REVIEWS.

M

RS. MARY DEVEREUX CLARK, whose poem have been kindly sent us,
was one of the many descendants of Jonathan Edwards, who has shown
literary talent. Her verses. are on clallsical or religious subjects with a
few called out by the war, for Mrs. Clark, a North Carolinian was as became
her birth an ardent South,- ,rner.
Nearly all of them are in simple ballad measures and suggest faint echoes
of Longfellow. Among the best are ''Home's Ear," "Prophet's Staff" and "Under
the Lava." A. beautiful religious spirit is expressed in many of them.
Professor Holbrook of the class of '69, whom older graduates will remember
as a most accomplished Latinist, has published a volume of 141 short poems.
The workmanship of all is flawless. Many of the E1ubjects are such as would l>e
suggested to a thoughtful scholar at hom43 in ancient and modern Europe, but
nearly half of them are inspired by incidents of American life or history. It is
rarely that we find a volume of verse all of which can be read with pleasure.
''The Laws of the Game," "The Shell Road," "old chool Days" and the "White
Plume" are among the most reflective. " Hotel Dieux" which we transcribe , is
admirable, but is little if any above the general level, for the book is peetry in a
very true 11en1e.
"Three o'clock and all is well."
In tl.ae halls of God's Hotel,
Softly now the echoes play
From the churche11 far away,
With a message stern and sweet,
Over many a slumberin~· lltreet
Up and down the nurses sro
Through the aisles of humav woe ,
No E'lmotion, not a word
Scarce the quiet step is heard ,
But the pil1owed faces greet
Steady hand and noiseless feet ,
Medicine and anodyne
Sorrow's balm and torture's wine.
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There's another figure there ,
Dark as midnight, ligM as air,
Where she looks the shivers fair
O'er the forehead like a Glare;
When she talks a deeper frown
Draws the sleeping eyelids down
Starting swfat and quivering· vein ,
Softly, softly, Madam Pain.
See the doctor old and _gray ,
Ooming down the fatal way ,
Pausing where the watcblight fall s,
In a halo on tpe walls ,
Like a benediction shed
On the quiet sufferer's head ,
Here's no trouble just a trace
Of exhaustion in the face;
Waxen hands that softly rest ,
Folded on the peaceful breast,
I
Scarce you hear that faintest breath" Thank you kindly , Doctor De1Ptth. "

C. F. J.
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EXCHANGES.

W

E vratefully acknowledge the ieceipt of the followinv· papers and magazines:
The Ch1:onicle (Hartford High School); ·Exonian; Horae
Scholasticae; Triangle; The Tech; Pontefract; Wesleyan Lit; Williams
Lit; Harvard Monthly ·; Maine Campus; The Lafayette; College Sjgnal; Hobart
Herald; Tufts Weekly; ColJ?·&te Madisonensis; K. H. S. Echo; Rill School
Record; Vivornia; William Jewell Student; Haverfordian; Smith College
Monthly; Columbia UnJversity Quarterly; Academy Scholium; The Critic.

I
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" THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMP ANY OF AMERICA"

Incorporat ed 1819.

Cash Capital,
Cash Assets, .
Total Liabilities,

Charter Perpetua ..

$4, ooo, 000 . 00
16,815,296.87
7,036,oro.93

N et Surplus,
$, r ,036,oro 93
Surplus as to P olicy-hold ers, 102.~47 ,8or.66
Losses Paid in 87 Years, . .
5,779,285.94

WM. B. CLARK, President.
A. C. ADAMS,

W. H. KING, Secretary.
HENRY E. REES,
A. N. WILLIAMS, Assistant Secretaries

WESTERN BRANCH,
Traction Building, Cincinnati, 0.
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH
Omaha, Neb.
PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal.
I

NLAND

M

ARINE

D

j KEELER & GALLAGHER, Gen'l Agents.

(

j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent.
.
( W. P. HARFORD, Ass't Gen'l Agent.

1BOARDMAN & SPENCER,

T E T ) CHICAGO, ILL,, 145 La Salle St.
EPAR M N • / NEW YORK, 93-95 Williams St.

} General Agents.

BOSTON, 'iO Kilby St.
PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St.
THE

Hart{ord Theological
Seminary
Hartford Theological Seminary, while
carefully preserving as the dominant aim
a practical preparation for the active
pastorate, affords ample opportunity for
as much specialization as the student's
individual capacity or needs suggest. By
a method of group electives, emphasis
may be laid on work in any department.
There are also special courses in Mi S•
sions, Religious Pedagogy and Sociology. The Seminary is well _equipped in
every way, and is open to college graduates of all denominations on equal terms.
Apply to THE DEAN, HOSMER tfALL,
HARTFORD. CONN.

..tEtna National Bank
OF HARTFORD.
CAPITAL,
.i.525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS,
625,000.00
DEPOSITS.
$3,000,000.00
BANKING HOUSE : 644, 646, 648 MAIN STREET,
JEtna Life Building, next dour to Public Library.
OFFICERS.
A. SPENCER, JR., President.
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President.
w. D. MORGAN, Cashier.
DIRECTORS.
HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY,
APPLETON B. HILLYER,
.
JAMES B. CONE,
MORGAN B. BRAINARD,
ALFRED SPENCER, JR.,
A. G. LOOMIS,
W. R. C. CORSON.
This ban~ offers to depositors every facility
which their balances, business and responsib~lity
warrant. Safe deposit boxes for rent.

Open an account with us.

...
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Connecticut Fire Insurance Conipany
OF HARTFORD,. CONN.

To al Ass s,
$5,172,036.80

Cash Capial,
$1,000,000.00

SUMMARY.

Cash Capital,
Reserve for Reinsurance,
All Outstanding Claims,
Net Surplus,

$1,000,000.00
$2,484,918.49
245,632.96
1,441,485.35

Total Assets,

.

$5, 17~,0~6. 80

J. D. BROWNE, President.
CHARLhS R. BURT, Secretary.
L. W. CLARKE, and W. T , HOWE, Ass't Secretaries.

W. E. B.11/(_ER., ~ SOJV, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, onn.
25c IS OUR CHARGE FOR TRUNK TO DEPOT

SPENCER'S EXPRESS.
Directly opposite Depot. If you cannot find our office, ask Officer at Depot; he wiJl direct you.
20 UNION PLACE.
$
$
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

J J. SEINSOTH,
U-l5 MAIN STREET,

OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK

The Nearest First-Class

"DRUG STORE"
to Trinity College.
CALL AND SBB
JAKE'S BIRDS

R. SPIEGEL,

EVERYTHING TO BB FOUND IN
A FIRST-CLASS DRUG STORE

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing.

·20 onurnn St.

.
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THE BONNER-PRESTON CO.

Kodaks
$1.00

Developing

PYROGRAPHY OUTFITS

Enlarging

Hartford's Busy Store.

Framing

Upwards

843 Main Street.

THE NEAL, GOFF & INGLIS CO. ,
976 to 986 Main Street, SeB

Furniture, Rugs, Pictures and Fran1es
FOR. COLLEGE ROOMS.
cAlso Couch Covers. and Pillows, f.Matfresses, Etc.
J . R . BARLO W
B a tte rso n Buildin g ,

366 A sy lunt St.

BO O KS, STAT ION E RY,
Magazin_es and Papers of all kin ds.
Spe cial prices to TRINITY STUDENTS.
T e le phone 206-3.

HENRY AN TZ,

First Class Barber Shop
27 PEARL STREET,
0 µµ. N e w Conn ecti c ut Mut ~al Life In uran ce Co.'s Building

You are not more anxious to get good
Laundry Work than we are to give it.

THE COLLEOE ..STORE
-FOR-

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
C. 11. CASE & CO.
851 Main Street,

Opposite State S t ree t

JUST ASK
AJUDGE
and he will tell
y ou that
the

NEW METHOD LAUNDRY Corp.
Phone 104-U.
36-44 Elm Street.
Gentlem en' s Gann ent.< Clea ned, P,·essed a11d R ep air ed.

All sorts of Oriental goods suitable for
gifts. Den Decorations. Couch Covers
Pillow Covers, etc . , etc.

"THE INDIA STORE''
25 Pearl St..

Ht\R TFORD.

PAULE.WIRT
FOUNTAIN PEN
is easily the best made.

TRINITY COLLEGE AGENCY

Always Ready - Always Writes

JANIT ARY LAUNDRY

Obtainable from best dealers , no
others just as good.
S end for book of 100 styles to s u it all

J. A . FURR ER, 24 Jarvis Hall .

Box G 2, Bloomsburg, Pa.

.«irGet into communication with him and he will see
that ;your work is callell for al}q qelivered.
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DUNLAP HATS,
E. & W. COLLARS,

E. & W. DRESS SHIRTS
FOWNE'S GLOVES,

(:HAMBERLAIN & SHAUGHNESSY,
FINE UNDERWEAR,
REGAL $3.50 SHOES,

65-67-69 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.

•

RAIN COATS.
LONG GOWNS.

'''The Early 'Bird~'' Etc.

TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &c.

g:~c~~~~i~1:id

qj~Ji~n:s~:~fi~g
t!!c~~~~ine;.11!~
Invention is probably patentable. Communlc1ttlons Rtrictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Pat ents
0
ee~~[;~ts ~!~:~
1ih~~r~gdo~\ee~~ive
~peciat notice, without charge, in the

!~~~i~l

Scitntific Jfmtrican.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,arllest circulation of any scientific journal. 'l'erms, $3 a
year: four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
&CQ,361Broadway, New York
Branch Office. 625 F St.• Washington, D. C.

C. A. JOHNSTONE,
45 Pratt Street,

Took the Photograph of President Luther
which appeared in the Inauguration
Number of the Tablet. ·

Wise employers-over 15 ,000 of them-have
been placinv orders with us for 1906 Collev-e, University and Technical School graduates since January 1st and we have already filled many 0f them.
It's none too early for the senior who wants the
best poaition he can vet to list his qualifications in
our twelve offices.
Write us today , stating av-e ,
cnurse taken , experience if any line of work preferred , etc. and you can have a good poaition to
step into immediatelv after Commencement.
Our
organization covers the whole country and we
place men in every high vrade line of work.

HAPGOODS

The National Organization of Brain Brokers

309 Broadway, New York City.

Offices in 12 other cities.

Admiral Cafe.
SCHLITZ, MILWAUKEE, BURTON ANO
BASS FROM THE WOOD.

M. B. SMITH, Proprietor.

Parsons' Theaer

TRUNKJ, BAOJ, SUIT CAJEJ,
· HUNTER TRUNK D. BAO CO.
ALLTN HOU.SE BLOCK.
16l A.STLUM JTRE,E,T,

TE,LE,PHONE
. HAR. TFORD, CONN

Mar. 27-Keller.
28 - W. H. Crane.
zq, 30, 31-Sousa's

Athletic Goods Our Specialty

,~•i%-4,
803 Chapel Street, New Ha.'Veti, · Gonn,ecticut.

New

"King of The Day."

Opera,
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When you buy a Rain Coat ask for the

"4@~
11

Rain will neither wet nor spot them.fl
Be sure to look for
thi3 circular trade - ~
mark stamped on the
cloth, and this label at
the coat collar or else-

Come in 3 weights of doth
variety of designs and colorings.

c1nd a large

They arc suitable for wear on all occai:_1011s.

Rain Coats without this trademark are cheap
imitations and are
not rain-proof.
Write for interesting booklet - FREE.

Porous to air but rain tight; no rubber is
used in the water-proofing process therefore
there is no disagreeable odor.
'Nill not overheat and make you perspire
thereby rendering youlia bl to take re Jd.

B. PRIESTLEY & CO.
Manufacturers of Black Dress Goods, Mohairs,
Woolens, C, .. venetk Cloths, Etc.

71-73 GRAND ST.,

1-./EW YORK.

Be sure to see the circular trad e mark
tamped on the cloth cllld the silk label at the
collar or elsewhere.

1••----•mfD!H!l . ID
T REMINGTON TYPEWRITER
H E Reaso n for the supremacy of the

is it persistent superiority, em phasized again and cigain in every new model
s ince the invention of tlie writing ma(hine.

NEW MODELS NOW READY
We will be glad to have you call at our office and see the new
models or send for illustrated booklet describin2' the new features.

~-•I
I
I

I

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
NEW YORK AND EVERYWHERE

I

-.ta.•-----------HARTFORD OFFICE,

JIii

82 PEARL STREET
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These Eight Pipe Tobaccos
Are the Largest Selling, Most Popular, HighestGrade Tobaccos in the World
Every pipe connoisseur, the world over, knows
one or more of these tobaccos; and knows that
higher quality was never produced.
He knows, too, that a good pipe,
seasoned by and filled with one of
these tobaccos, is better than the
best smoke of any
other kind.

L.A.TAKIA - FI n e s t
g rade -heavily aromatic,
tine f o r mixtures - in
vacuum t ins. 11/J oz.,
300.; S}S oz., 600,

CAPSTAN- Mild, me•
dium and full. The beat
navy plug cut in three
strengths. heavy, medium. and mllcl-in vacuum tins. 13/.i oz ., 2 5 c.;
S½ oz ., 46c,

GARRICK-Finest Im•
ported mixture-Turkish,
Latakh and Virg inia,
delightfully aromatic in vacuu m tins. 13,J oz .,
soc.; 3') oz ., aoc.

IMPERIAL CUBE-CUT
-~ lild. 111ediu111 and l ull.
The ori,.: inal r ube-<ut tobacco. 1·eriq11e, Ha vana ,
Virgi11ia,
rurki -. h - in

vacuum

ti n..;.

i fl

oz .~

2f>c.
LOUISIANA PERIQ1l'E
- Allen & Ginter's fa.
mous bra ncl of genuine
St . James' Parish Perique
-best for mixtures - in
vacuum tins. 13/.i oz. ,

ao0.; S½ oz., 40c.

YALE MIXTURE - A
very popular mix1ureHavana. Perique.Turkish
and finest Virl(inia select ions .
Sweet-flavored,
rn i Id and aromatic-in
vacuum tins .
1% oz.,

20c.; S½ oz., 40c .

RICHMOND CLUB-A

~~:;:• {tli~~~~:~ g~/'~f~

with Havana , Turkish
and Perique.
13/:i oz.,
1 00. ; 3 oz ., 2 5c.

THREE STATES - A
c\ elil ious b lend of finot
Virginia, Kentuc ky and
Louisiana Perique Toba •
co. 1% oz. , 1 5c.; a½
oz., 2f>c.

Some one er more of these
famous brands will just suit you and your pipe.
If not found at your dealer's, sent postpaid.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
111 Fifth Avenue, New York

---------------------------------~
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Turkish cigarettes
have greater strength; but

none is at once so rich, so mild,
:so finely aromatic as

MURAD

CIGARLTTES
/

This perfect harmony of th.e most desirable qualities- never' attained before
in fine Turkish cigarettes,-is the result
of an absolutely perfect blend, a result,
itself, of sixteen years' constant effort
and final achievement.

10 for 15 Cents
By mail postpaid-ff you can't !{et llfurad Cigari!ltes at your
dealer's, send r5c.for ten; 75c.for fifty; $r -.5ofor one hundrea

ALLAN RAMSAY, 111 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

YE GOLDEN GR .ILL
-HARTFORD, S LA·RGEST CAFE

ON DIAMONDS, WATOIES. ETC.
AT THE LOWEST RATES OF INTEREST.

AN OLD ESTABLISHED CONCERN TO DEAL WITH.

A YT II L 'G YOu \VANT
T H AT J\ -UR l ' G STORE
S H O L D HJ\ \ E YO U
\V IL L F I \: D .\ T THE

COLLATERAL. LOAN CO.
OPEN EVENINGS.

Marwick Drug Stores,

71 ASYLUM ST.

Corner

T. )ISSON & CO.,

\ Main aud Asylum, and
lsy lum and Ford Sts.

i

AT A LL 'l'IMES

MAKE U

729 Ma in Street,
O ffer a Grea t Va riety of
SOAPS FOR TOILET AND BATH.
Perfume s, Hair an d T oo th Bru she s.

YOUlx CONVENIENCP..

Trinity College Barber Shop
Manic.iring by Lady Attendant.

'· G. MARCH, Hair Cutter,
Room s r and 1., Connecti cut Mutual Buildin~,
Entrances: 783 Main St., 36 Pearl St.

MISS GOODRICH,

VIBRATION 1 ~HAMPOOJNG AND

MASSAGING.

Room s 420-422 Connecticut Mutu al Buil ding .

Manicuring, Facial Electric Massage
Scalp Treatments, Shampooing,

Cigars, Tobacco, Pipes.

CORN S CURED.
Telep h o 11 e 493-6.

248

FRANK H. CRYGIER,
Asylum St. Smoke "Crown Jewels.' '

BOSTON U NIVE RSIT Y
( ffers netropolitan Ad vantage s of Eve ry Kind .
College of Liberal Arts, opens Sept. 21.

A ddr e ·s Dean, W. M.
t r ee t .

WARRE

,

21 Somerset

School of Theology , opens Sept 20.

Add r ess A sistant Dean, C. W . RISHEI, I,, 72
Mt . Vernon Street.
School of Law, opens Sept. 2s.

J. C. DEXTER PHOTO CO.
.} A .HLUM ..ST. , R.OOM 6

Souvenir Post Cards, Calendars
Views of all Trinity College Buildings, Society Houses, etc.

Add r ess Dean MELVILLE M . BIGELOW, ! saac
Ric h Hall , As hbu rton P lace .
School of Medicine, opens Oct. s.
A d d ress Dean J . P. SUTHERLAND, 295 Com
m on wealt h Avenue.
Graduate Department, opens Sept. 21.

P h ilosoph ical a n d Literary Courses.
For Graduates only .
Addres Dean B. P. BROWNE, 12 omerset St

W. E. HUNTINGTON, President.
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Kew Tork Domoeopatntc P1edlca1 College & Hospital.
Broadest Didactic Course
Homoeopathy taught through entire four years.
Largest Clinical Facilities
30,000 patients trea.ted yea.rly in the out-door Dept.
S7stematic Bedside Instruction
1300 Hospital beds for clinical instruction
5000 patients yearly
1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

OCTOBER. TO JUNE

L.BAD/NQ/ HOUS/1! l"OR

Cou.•all!, SCHOOL. AND Wl!DDINGI

INVITATION8

DA/fCI! P/fOG6fANl8. M•Nus

ec:..:N;:;:t:ERI

llfOM

AHII

- - --

l"llf• l!/fG/tAVllfG Qfl

PRlot:1

AL.L. K/Notl

·- -·----·-- --

-

-

-----·--

- --

For announcement ~ddress:
EDWARD G. TurTLE, A. M., M. D.,
Secretary of the Faculty,
61 West 51st St., Ne<w York City.
WILLIAM HARVEY KING, M. D., L.L.D. 'Dean

J. B. RYAN,
HAS RET URNED TO THE

ELM TREE INN.
FARMINGTON, CONN.
F. L.

A V ERY,

Clerk.

6tW i\/l .l~i ,-.. . ST K t:.c. r.

STODDARD & CAULKINS,

Contractors and Builders.
CABINET WORK, INTERIOR
FINISH, AND GENERAL JOBBING.
Junction Charter Oak and Vredendale A venues
HARTFORD,CONN.

IF YOU WOULD BE CORRECT IN YOU R
NECKWEAR, COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Consult KASHMANN,
1l

STATS ST.

CITY HALL SQU ARE .

'

THE NEW TRINITY SEAL NARRAGANSETT HOTEL,
IN PINS, HA TPINS AND FOBS.

E. Gundlach B Co.,
20 State Street,

City Hall Square

PLUMBING
of your home placed in sanitary condition by
!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!'!

LICENSED PLUMBERS~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!

N. B. BULL & SON,
E s tab liahed 1854.

Telephone 1019-5.

345 Asylum Street

Coebill Hats
None Better.

D. B. HALL, Proprietor.

The Home of all College Teams when
in Providence, R. I.

''PIKE''
The Druggist
PARK STREET
PHOTOGRAPHS
PORTRAITS
PICTURE FRAMES

LOUIS OLIVER,
397 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.

753 MAIN STREBT
HARTPORD,CONN
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ESTABLISHED 1818

BROOKS BROS.,
BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

Corner 22nd Street

Spring Woolens
Gluer u.r your Order.

Now READY.

RAIN COATS ALL WBIGHTS

Gemmill, Burnham & Co., Inc.
FULL DRESS SUITS FOR RENT.

Spring and Summer weight
suits made with special attention to the requirements of
College Students.

English Furnishings,
Hats and Caps.

WHEN you come to this Tailor
you stand face to face with the
best effects in

Custom Made Clothing
E. S. ALTEMUS,
Rooms 21-28.

Catlin Bldg.

TeJ. 138-5.

FINE QUALITY SHOES.
New Catalogue mailed on request.

Trinity College Calendar
Wood Veneer Cover, Seven leaves.

LAST CHANCE
ContainE> cuts of all the College buildings a.nd athletic
team s including the football squad, besides pictures of Presice 1.t Luther and the Musical Club. Order early as the edition is limited. For sale at

l Northam Towera. Price, ,50c

"SAVOY" SHIRTS
Excel all others in STYLE,
FIT and FINISH.
The
New Spring Line of these
best of all Shirts is now open
special attention called to a
lot at $ I. 1 5, worth $ I. 50.

The College Store
44 Vernon Street.

TOBACCO and CANDY
BAKERY GOODS and LUNCH

J.

'BROWN~ THOMSON B CO.

A. RIZY • Proprietor
Opposite Car Barn.

W ANAMAK.[R lJ. BROWN

TAILORS

LEADING STYLES.

POPUL A R PRICES

P. H. BILLINGS,
High Class Tailoring,
t j Asylum Street,

Hartford, Conn.

STYLE, QUALITY, MODERATE PRICES

Salcsrooms, 7 J Asylum St., Room J.

8v. ':B. - I cwill make you the Finest Suit or
{)cvercoat in the City for $25.00.

